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1. Moonshot Goal
With the Japan Agency for Medical Research and Development (AMED) as a research
promotor, the Cabinet Office, MEXT, MHLW and METI will promote R&D for attaining the
following Moonshot Goal (Decision by Headquarters for Healthcare Policy dated [month day],
2020).
<Moonshot Goal>
”Realization of sustainable care systems to overcome major diseases by 2040, for enjoying
one’s life with relief and release from health concerns until 100 years old”
[Realization of a society where everyone can prevent diseases spontaneously in daily
life]
•
Establish infrastructure to maintain good mental and physical health by developing
technologies, in order to stay healthy and prevent the onset and aggravation of diseases
by regulation of immune systems or sleep, etc., and to visualize individual physical and
mental state in daily life and urge people to voluntarily take healthy maintenance actions
most suitable for them by 2040.
•
Develop technologies to monitor all living body trends with lower physical and mental
load by 2030.
[Realization of medical networks accessible for anyone from anywhere in the world]
•
Establish a medical network to provide the same level of medical care as a normal time
regardless of region and even upon disasters and emergencies by developing diagnostic
and treatment devices for simple tests and treatments at home, etc. and diagnosis- and
treatment-free technologies for part of chronic diseases by 2040. In addition, develop
methods for radical treatment and precision medicine for diseases such as cancer and
dementia by substantially reducing the development period of drugs and medical
devices, etc. through establishment of data science and evaluation systems by 2040.
•
Establish a technology platform to provide quality medical and nursing care suitable for
each individual appropriately even with less providers by developing compact, speedy
and high-sensitivity diagnostic and treatment devices as well as technologies to further
enhance doctors’ medical opinion and diagnostic capability by 2030.
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[Realization of drastic improvement of QoL without feeling load (realization of an
inclusive society without health disparity)]
•
Establish a social infrastructure to enable self-reliant life at home without depending on
nursing care by developing such technologies as the recovery of body function with
rehabilitation without feeling load, normalization of ailing biocontrol systems,
regeneration or substitution of weakened organs and so forth by 2040.
•
Develop technologies to improve body function through load-reducing rehabilitation and
support self-reliant life at home and to improve ailing living biocontrol systems by 2030.

2. Direction of research and development
Based on expert hearings and study at expert panel of healthcare policy, the direction of
research and development at this point in time is as follows.
(1) Social and healthcare issues in the background
In Japan, the population of 100 years and older is expected to be 300,000 or more in 2040.
The research by U.S. and other countries also said, “In Japan, a half of the population born
in 2007 will live longer than 107 years.” The arrival of 100 years of life is thus around the
corner ahead of other countries of the world.
Not only the average life expectancy but healthy life expectancy has also extended steadily
to 72.14 years for men and 74.79 years for women in 2016. While the difference between
healthy life expectancy and average life expectancy, that is, unhealthy period with limitations
to daily life due to health reasons like diseases has been reduced by about 0.3 years for both
men and women during the period from 2010 to 2016, it is still close to 10 years and efforts
for further reduction are desired.
In view of Japan’s structure of diseases, not only single-target type diseases such as
infectious diseases and genetic diseases but multiple-factor diseases like so-called life-style
related diseases and age-related diseases are giving significant impact on the people and
this tendency is expected to continue in the future.
In order to further extend healthy life expectancy amid ongoing growth of average life
expectancy, in the face of responding to those diseases, the importance of prevention
increases in addition to diagnosis and treatment and it is desired to live with the least
restrictions to a daily life even if affected with a disease, that is to take measures for living
positively with diseases to go hand in hand.
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Fig.1. DALYs FY2040 estimate survey by disease

As a result of declining birthrate and aging population, three major metropolitan areas
which enjoyed the population bonus now enter a rapid aging situation. Particularly in Tokyo,
the ratio of increase in hospital and nursing care needs is the highest nationwide, threatening
the outflow of medical and nursing care providers from a locality. In provincial areas, on the
other hand, the declining population advances “a sponge effect of provincial cities” and lower
density of DID (densely inhabited district), making it difficult particularly for hilly and
mountainous areas to maintain a village function. Fund outflow as a result of service
transfusion from Tokyo will also become the norm.
Fig.2. Annual changes of people aged 100 years and older

(Person)

(2049)
514,000 persons
Actual results

Estimate for the future

(2040)
309,000 persons

Male
Female

(2016)
66,000 persons

(Source) Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare “Annual changes of people aged 100 years and older by gender” National Institute of
Population and Social Security Research “Estimated future population of Japan” (Estimate of April 2017)
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Fig.3. Changes in the ratio and number of single-person household
(1,000 households)

Number of single-person household
(right axis)

Ratio of single-person household
(left axis)

(Source) National Institute of Population and Social Security Research “Future estimated number of households of Japan (National total):
Prepared by estimate of 2018

Fig.4. Medical issues of urban and provincial areas
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34

Changes in the population of prefectural capitals and DID area =>
Lower density of DID

[Village]
In hilly and mountainous areas, density
may become too low to maintain a
village function.

The elderly
increases by 30%

2.0

150

[Provincial cities]
In provincial cities, the declining
population advances a “sponge effect
of cities” and lower density of DID
(Densely Inhabited District).

Labor

6.1

Changes in the distribution of vacant lots, etc. over 20 years =>
Sponge effect
Case example of Hitachi-city, Ibaraki
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(Source) National Institute of Population and Social Security Research “Estimated future population of Japan” (Estimate of 2017), Prepared
based on the summary of primary and secondary reports of Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, Regional
Governments Strategy 2040 Initiative Study Group

Under such circumstances, while medical and nursing care demand increases explosively
in urban areas, the withdrawal of hospitals and nursing homes is highly likely in provincial
areas. Particularly for nursing care, the demand will increase year after year as the number
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of the elderly increases and the total population of those dependent on care will hit 10 million
in 2035. Consequently, the labor shortage in the nursing care industry will amount to 680,000
people and to fill the gap, one out of five workers needs to engage in medical and nursing
care industry in 2040.
Fig.5. Changes in manpower demand &
supply gap of nursing care industry

Fig.6. Changes in the number of medical
and nursing care staff
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(Source) Made from the data 4-1 of the 6th Council on Fiscal and
Economic Policy of 2018

FY2018

FY2025

FY2040

(Source) Made from the data 4-1 of the 6th Council on Fiscal and
Economic Policy of 2018

In addition, responding to the labor shortage in Japan, the number of foreign residents is
expected to increase and 17.75 million foreign residents as of 2015 are estimated to increase
to 33.24 million in 2040. In provincial areas, the growth rate of the number of foreign residents
already exceeds 10%. With the increase of population movement from overseas, the
provision of medical systems to meet diverse environments is required in order to cope with
the difficulties such as conversing in Japanese.
Fig.7. Estimated population of foreign
residents in Japan

Fig.8. Changes in the number of foreign
residents by prefecture
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(Source) Made from National Institute of Population and Social
Security Research “Estimated future population of
Japan” (Estimate of 2017)

(Source) Immigration Control Bureau of the Ministry of Justice
“Number of foreign residents in Japan as of the end of
June 2019 (Quick estimation)”
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Furthermore, in recent years, there are many senior citizens who still want to work, resulting
in the increase of their labor-force participation ratio and subsequent needs for establishing
social systems enabling them to participate. For example, according to the survey by the
Japan Gerontological Society and the Japan Geriatrics Society, for the current senior citizens,
the appearance of the change in physical and psychological functions due to the aging
process is delayed by 5 to 10 years compared to 10 to 20 years ago, showing a rejuvenation
phenomenon. Under such circumstances, senior citizens who want to work even after 70
years of age account for 80% of them.
Fig.9. Vital function difference in periods
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(Source) Quoted/revised from “Working group report on the study of definition of senior citizens” of the Japan Gerontological Society and
the Japan Geriatrics Society

Fig.10. Age group of senior citizens who want to work
•

Senior citizens who want to work even after 70
years of age account for 80% of them
Don’t want to work
Other/Unknown/
No answer

70 years old

75 years old

About 80%

65 years old

80 years old

As long as
workable

(Source) Future Innovation Working Group Interim Summary data (prepared based on the data of Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology and the Cabinet Office
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(2) Field/area to be promoted with challenging research and development
Under such circumstances, the environment is sought where people can enjoy life and
play an active part in society without health concerns at any age. On the other hand, there is
concern about the lack of provider for medical and nursing care systems to support such
environment. To maintain such systems, it is important to have medical network systems
under which anyone can be a provider and help each other rather than dividing duties
between supply side (doctors, nurses, etc.) and demand side (patients and persons requiring
nursing care).
It is therefore important to [1] prevent diseases spontaneously in the course of a daily life;
[2] establish medical networks accessible to necessary medical care from any place; and [3]
realize a society in which QoL can be drastically improved without feeling the load even under
a decline of physical and mental function. The field and area to cover these, such as
technologies to prevent the onset and aggravation of disease, technologies to measure and
predict biological information and promote behavior change, technologies to simplify and
automate diagnosis and treatment, establishment of an infrastructure for research and
development using data science, technologies to complement and enhance body function
and remedy disorder and so on shall be challenged for research and development.
Fig.11. Picture of ideal health, medical care and nursing care
2. Picture of ideal health, medical and nursing care in 2040

1. Potential risk to health, medical and nursing care in 2040 if nothing is done
Relationship between supply and demand
so far

Short of providers
 Short of providers may not be
eliminated even by preferentially
allocating labor resources to
medical and nursing care.

People and technology live together
to deliver the value for each individual
 Specialists can concentrate on their core
work (e.g.: No indirect support)
 Can run the site easily with the present
supply power (flexible resource allocation)
 Can provide quality medical and nursing
care anywhere by complementing individual
with a network

：Specialist
：Patient

- In 2014, about 15% of the total working population need
to be engaged in medical and nursing care.

Regional disparity
 While medical and nursing care
demand will increase explosively in
urban areas, withdrawal of hospitals
may be highly likely in provincial areas.
- By around 2030, population aging rate of metropolitan
areas will increase by 4pt and in provincial district, total
population will be reduced by about 15%.

Expanded & diversified demand
 The population of 100 years or
older will exceed 300,000.
 People’s sense of value, option,
expectations from medical and
welfare services will be diversified.
Community will also be
disappeared.

On the supply side, support of technology and life
infrastructure will be on the increase, and then these
technologies, infrastructure and various specialists are
linked together to provide value

Anyone can choose their own way of
life for realization of happiness

Supply side
Single direction
from supply side
to demand side

: Specialists
: Various supports

 All people grasp their own health
conditions / You are your own primary
doctor
 Can live without concern regardless of
the place to live or lifestyle
 Become healthy unconsciously

Demand side

Demand side

Toward a network type where everyone
will support and help each other

Possible
disparity due to
willingness,
knowledge,
environment, etc.

: Technology and
life infrastructure
: Recipients

Everyone can naturally be satisfied with
the status quo
 Anyone can participate in society
 No activity impairment by various disorder
 Inclusion/diversity by technology

On the demand side,
mutual aid is
advanced by
community formation,
etc. to form mutual
support

Totally formed a strong
network. Infrastructure to
accept more people
regardless of willingness,
knowledge, environment, etc.

(Source) Future Innovation WG “Message from Future Innovation WG: Realizing the next generation care where people and advanced
technology live together to support individual way of life” March 2019

[Realization of a society where everyone can prevent diseases spontaneously in daily
life]
There was an opinion that the past preventive measures have so far reached only those
who have relatively high health literacy and interest in health and the approaches to those
who have low health literacy and low interest in being healthy has been insufficient. In fact,
this no-interest population may account for as much as 70% and, with new information
gathering on health being almost none, it is considered that their behavior change can hardly
be expected.
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Fig.12. Interest in health
Shortage of exercise necessary for the prevention
of lifestyle-related diseases (67.5%)
Not willing to exercise Willing to exercise
(71.0%)
(29.0%)
NO

Information gathering &
try to live a healthy life

YES

Sufficient exercise
(32.5%)

YES

FY2010 University of Tsukuba, Kuno Laboratory (1,914 effective answers)
(Source) Shinya Kuno, University of Tsukuba, Graduate School of Comprehensive Human Sciences “Health points for behavior change
project including unconcerned group for healthcare” October 28, 2015 (partly modified)

Therefore, efforts will be made for the development of technology to voluntarily make
decisions or change behavior while forecasting future health conditions of each and every
one and to have mechanisms embedded to lead to health in every line of daily life.
The importance of exercise, nutrition, sleep, etc. is also pointed out for health maintenance.
Focus will also be on the research and development of health maintenance and prevention
of onset and aggravation of diseases based on the understanding of the mechanism affecting
the homeostasis of biological functions such as immunity and sleep.

Fig.13. Direction to be focused on for realizing a society where prevention is a matter of
course in daily life
Product

Improvement program
for chronic diseases
(Smoking, diabetes, etc.)

Strong interest &
mind are
necessary

Supplements
Recommendation
such as
for lifestyle improvement
nutrition support
like exercise, meal, etc.
Monitoring such as
Monitoring of Health program
blood pressure,
tailored to
amount of
blood sugar level
each individual
activity
Disease risk
testing service

Awareness
is arrived at
naturally

Conventional
health check
Health
administration

Infrastructure
(Source) METI commissioned project “Investigation project on the future priorities in health, medical and welfare sectors in 2040” expert
panel data
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[Realization of medical networks accessible for anyone from anywhere in the world]
In around 2040, population density will increase in metropolitan areas where medical and
nursing care demand will be explosively increase. In provincial areas, on the other hand,
deteriorating efficiency of medical and nursing care service and insufficiency of supply by the
withdrawal of private operators due to declining population density are envisaged.
Fig.14. Changes in social structure by regional segment and suggestions
Vicinity of metropolitan area,
provincial central area

Metropolitan area

Problems
Target group expected
in
diversified medical and
by change nursing care
sector

※2

Change of regional
social & industrial
structure

*1

Segment
outline

e.g. Bunkyo-ward, Tokyo / Chofu-city, Tokyo

•
•

Area from the center of metropolitan area
(Tokyo, Kansai, Chukyo, Kitakyushu) to its
suburbs
As of 2015, account for about 30% of
total population and about 1% of the
area of the whole country

e.g. Ikoma-city, Nara / Abiko-city, Chiba

•
•

Including cities in the vicinity of
metropolitan area, provincial central
area and cities in the vicinity of it
As of 2015, account for about 20% of
total population and about 4% of the
area of the whole country

○ At present
•
Population about 230,000, population
aging rate about 24%, population
density is about 8,500 persons/km2
•
Number of medical facilities per
habitable area is 7.3
•
Number of nursing care facilities per
habitable area is 0.26/km2

○ At present
•
Population about 100,000, population
aging rate about 26% and population
density is about 3,000 persons/km2
•
Number of medical facilities per
habitable area is 2.6
•
Number of nursing care facilities per
habitable area is 0.12/km2

○ Future (Prospect till around 2030)
•
Population starts to fall and by 2030,
total population will be about -4%
and population aging rate will be
+4pt

○ Future (Prospect till around 2030)
•
More population fall than urban area and
by 2030, total population will be about 7% and population aging rate will be
+4pt

Short supply due to high population
density and explosive demands

Other area

e.g. Karuizawa-town, Nagano / Kunitomi-town, Miyazaki

•
•

Towns and villages other than
metropolitan area (including rural
districts)
As of 2015, account for about 50% of
total population and about 95% of the
area of the whole country

○ At present
•
Population about 20,000, population
aging rate about 33% and population
density is about 150 persons/km2
•
Number of medical facilities per
habitable area is 0.4
•
Number of nursing care facilities per
habitable area is 0.04/km2
○ Future (Prospect till around 2030)
•
By 2030, total population will be
about -15% and population aging
rate will be +6pt

Service efficiency worsens by falling
Area sustainability caused by
population density. Short supply due
depopulation and efforts for
to withdrawal of main private
maintaining medical and nursing care
operators.
services will be an issue.
[2] Residents in provincial area & underpopulated area,
[6] Medical and nursing care staff in provincial area & underpopulated area

[4] The elderly living alone, [6] Novice nursing care staff
[1] Youth (insufficient economic power), [3] Dementia, [5] Disaster victim (including disaster prevention)
*1 Results of clustering (3 categories) based on the population, area, certification rate of long-term care need, medical institution, number
of nursing and elderly care facilities, financial index, etc. (Source) From the report of Japan Research Institute, Limited “R&D project
concerning the implementation status of regional support projects and assessment indicators, etc.”
*2 Description based on the median of each segment (The area names exemplified are only the example of each segment, and the
statistical values of the local governments and the values shown in the middle of the text do not necessarily match.)

(Source) METI commissioned project “Investigation project on the future priorities in health, medical and welfare sectors in 2040” expert
panel data

Under the circumstances, it has become more important than ever to secure access to
medical care centering on provincial areas in light of already increased time required for
transferring to the hospital for critical care. It is also pointed out that, due to the shortage of
specialist medical teams and insufficient emergency response, there is significant regional
disparity in the death rate of acute diseases, leading to higher death rate in provincial areas.
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Fig.15. Relation between time required for transferring to the hospital and aggravation of
disease
Time required for
arriving at the scene
(min)

Time required for
transferring to the
hospital

Time required for
arriving at the scene

Time required for
transferring to the
hospital
26.0 min -> 39.3 min
+13.3 min, 51% increase

Time required for transferring
to the hospital (min)

2040 forecast
52.6 min based on the
same rate of increase

Elapsed time for over 50% death rate (guideline)
Symptom

2016

Time

Cardiac arrest

2017

2015

2013

2014

2011

2040 forecast
12.1 min based on the
same rate of increase

2012

2009

2010

2007

透析患者は増加し続けている

2008

2005

2006

2003

2004

2001

2002

1999

2000

1997

1998

Time required for
arriving at the scene
6.1 min -> 8.6 min
(+2.5 min, 41%
increase)

(Note) Due to the effects of the Great East Japan Earthquake, compiled by excluding the data of Kamaishi Otsuchi
District Administrative Affairs Union Fire Department and Rikuzentakada-city Fire Department Headquarters for
2010 and 2011.

3 to 5 min

* Time required for arriving at the scene as of
2017

8.6 min

Respiratory arrest

About 10 min

Copious bleeding

About 30 min

* Time required for transferring to the hospital
as of 2017

39.3 min

(Source) Fire and Disaster Management Agency “Present situation of lifesaving and rescue, 2018 version”, Hokkaido Kushiro General
Subprefectural Bureau website “Your first aid - Six minutes to save a life”

Fig.16. Regional disparity of death rate
Cancer

2.30 times

Heat disease

10.89 times

Stroke

5.11 times

(Source) Fire and Disaster Management Agency “Present situation of lifesaving and rescue, 2018 version”, Hokkaido Kushiro General
Subprefectural Bureau website “Your first aid - Six minutes to save a life”

It has also become more important to secure medical care access particularly at the time
of disasters as shown by the higher death rate in patients undergoing dialysis for diabetes in
the Great East Japan Earthquake due to damages caused to medical institutions. Amid the
probability as high as 70% for Nankai Trough Earthquake or Tokyo metropolitan earthquake
to occur within 30 years to come, reinforcement of medical care access upon such disasters
is also imperative. It is also assumed that a new infectious disease may spread, and securing
medical access upon the occurrence of a pandemic will be required.
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Table 1. Ratio of patients who need to visit
hospitals regularly

Problematic diseases

Disease name

Table 2. Comparison of death rate of
dialysis patients in the three
Tohoku prefectures

Ratio in outpatients

1 Hypertension
2 Diabetes
3 Dental disease
4 Unknown
5 Low back pain
6 Other
7 Eye trouble
8 Hyperlipidemia
Depression, other mental
9
diseases
10 Joint disease

15.2%
7.3%
6.5%
6.4%
6.3%
4.7%
4.1%
3.8%

Total number of deaths
Up year-onyear

Rough death rate
Up year-onyear

Iwate
Miyagi
Fukushima
Average of three
Tohoku prefectures
Average of four
Shikoku prefectures
National average

3.1%
2.7%

(Source) MHLW “2016 National Livelihood Survey”

(Source) The Japanese Society for Dialysis Therapy “Academic
study report on the Great East Japan Earthquake –
Proposal for dialysis medical development upon
disasters”

In terms of an access to drugs and medical devices, the state of being already approved
for use in overseas while use is not approved yet in Japan, or so-called “drug lag” and “device
lag”, is being improved by the initiatives taken so far. In the meantime, there has been little
change in the fact that drugs and medical devices still take a long time from the research
stage to their market launch and their success rate is not so high, either. Drugs take 9 to 16
years and medical devices (particularly those of which safety and effectiveness need to be
evaluated carefully) take 5 to 10 years of R&D period. It is anticipated to accelerate each
stage of R&D and achieve higher accuracy to streamline each process for the reduction of
the R&D period and promote regulatory science at the same time, thereby improving access
to innovative drugs and medical devices.
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Fig.17. R&D period for drugs and medical devices

Source: Website of the Japan
Manufacturers Association

Pharmaceutical

Approval

Application

IRB

Design review

Non
clinical

A total of 5 to 10 years is required

About 1 year

Initial flow audit

3 to 7 years

Development

F/S

Idea

Design review

3 to 5 years

A total of 9 to 16 years is required

2 to 3 years

Design review

<R&D flow of new medical devices>

<R&D flow of new drugs>

Clinical
trial

Shipment

Source: Medical Engineering Technology Industrial Strategy Consortium
& The Japan Federation of Medical Devices Association
"Medical Devices Regulatory Science Handbook"

….

In light of those social issues, efforts will be made to significantly reduce development
period for drugs and medical devices and develop methods for radical treatment and
precision medicine for major diseases. At the same time, exert efforts to realize technologies
to provide high-quality medical and nursing care for anyone regardless of the skills of medical
and nursing care staff and to establish infrastructure accessible to necessary medical and
nursing care regardless of where one lives and even at the time of disaster or emergency.
Fig. 18. Direction of emphasis for realizing medical networks accessible to necessary
medical care from anywhere in the world
Sophistication of medical care
Legend:：
Surgical
robot

For
individuals

For
co-medical

For
doctors

Usability:
Complex

Normal
diagnostic
imaging
device
Normal
external
diagnostic
device
Emergency
care
medical
device

AI-aided
diagnosis

Remote
cancer
diagnostic
tool
Personal
suture kit

Emergency
wearable

Simplified
epilepsy
detection

Multiple
specimen
check
Wearable
manometer
AED

Usability:
Simple

Simplified
ultrasonic
probe
Compact
multiple
diagnostic
device

Universal medical care
(Source) METI commissioned project “Investigation project on the future priorities in health, medical and welfare sectors in 2040” expert
panel data
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[Realization of drastic improvement of QoL without feeling load (realization of an
inclusive society without health disparity)]
The three of dementia, cerebrovascular disease and weakening due to old age account
about half of the reason for becoming care-requiring conditions and it is imperative that the
measures have to be taken for these diseases.
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Fig.19. Care-requiring factors for 65 years or older by sex

100%
21%

25%
33%

80%

その他・不明・不詳
Other, unknown, uncertain

4%
5%

Cardiac disease
心疾患（心臓病）

13%

10%

5%
5%

13%

7%

60%

(heart disease)

関節疾患
Joint disease

15%

骨折・転倒
Fracture, fall
11%

14%

40%

23%

15%

15%

高齢による衰弱
Weakening for old age

11%

脳血管疾患（脳卒中）

Cerebrovascular disease
(stroke)

20%

Dementia
認知症

19%

15%

総数
Total

男性
Male

21%

0%
女性
Female

(Source) Made from MHLW “FY2016 National Livelihood Survey”

On the other hand, there are many who appeal a pain or visual and auditory sense disorder
in the working generation between 20 and 64 years of age and, as a symptom to affect a
daily life, backache and joint pain in the hands and feet are listed. In addition, upon becoming
65 years or older, symptoms like feeling listless and sleeplessness are added. Therefore,
reducing factors of QoL are considered not only by a simple disease but by symptoms of
physical disorder. Besides, there are many who give up rehabilitation for remedying such
disorder for reasons of its difficulty, pain and lack of effects.
Fig.20. Relationship between complaining ratio by symptom and effect on daily life by
generation
By symptom: Complaining ratio of age 20 to 64 x Ratio of
effect on daily life

Avg:49.4

Avg:23.8

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Symptoms of many complaints
and with large effect on daily life

Ratio of effect on daily life *1

Ratio of effect on daily life *1

80%

By symptom: Complaining ratio of age 65 and over x Ratio of
effect on daily life

60%
40%
Ⅲ

Numbness in a limb
Joint pain in the hands and feet
Cannot sleep
Lower back pain
Swelling and dullness of foot
Low vision
Feel run-down
Ⅳ Easily irritated
Avg:34%

20%
Stiff shoulder

0%
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

80%

Ⅰ

60%
40%

(Source) Made from MHLW “FY2016 National Livelihood Survey”
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Symptoms of many complaints

Ⅲ

Forgetful
Swelling and dullness of foot
Joint pain in the hands and feet
Cannot sleep
Numbness in a limb
Lower back pain
Low vision
Feel run-down
Hearing loss
Cold limb
Frequent urination
Ⅳ
Avg:34%

20%
0%
0

Number of complaints per population of
1000 people for age 20 to 64

Ⅱ

Lack of movement in a limband with large effect on daily life

50
100
150
Number of complaints per population of
1000 people for age 65 and older

200

Fig.21. With/without suspending rehabilitation and its reason
Ratio of patients who have stopped
rehabilitation
(n=22)

Reason for stopping rehabilitation (multiple answers)
(n=14)
No日常生活に支障がなかった
particular problem in daily life

36%

57%

他の疾患で運動ができなくなった
Could
not exercise due to other disease

43%

Did not like exercise and found
運動が嫌いで面倒だった
troublesome

43%

Could not understand the needs for

運動の必要性がわからなくなった
exercise

36%

Regular examination was difficult due to
the remoteness

36%

遠方で定期的な診察ができなかった

Have stopped
rehabilitation
64%

痛みが強くなった
Pain has
become stronger

21%

運動に時間がかかりすぎる
It takes
too much time to exercise

21%

Too busy due to work and nursing care of
仕事や家族の介護で忙しかった
a family member

21%

趣味で時間を取られる
Hobby takes
most of my free time

Attributing to
physical and
temporal
load

7%

(Source) Made from Ken-ikukai Group research case example “Present situation and issues of outpatient rehabilitation”

Therefore, technologies will be developed to expand and complement physical functions,
leading to the drastic improvement of QoL with reduced load, independent life at home
without relying on nursing care and for everyone to enjoy life until 100 years old.
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Fig. 22. Direction of emphasis for realizing drastic improvement of QoL without feeling
load
High load
(Mentally & physically)

Artificial
arm & leg

Care support
at the time of
going out

Pain relief by
spinal cord
stimulation

Assist suit

Online
rehabilitation

Conventional
rehabilitation

Complement

Recovery

Pain relief by
percutaneous
electrical
stimulation

Improve QoL
with low load

Low load
(Mentally & physically)

(Source) Data of expert panel, “Investigation project on the future priorities in health, medical and welfare sectors in 2040”

(3) Research subject for attaining the goal
In the Moonshot Research and Development Program, establish the field and area of
challenging research and development, and promote challenging research and development
to contribute to “Realization of sustainable care systems to overcome major diseases by
2040, for enjoying one’s life with relief and release from health concerns until 100 years old.”
In addition, in order to adopt the most efficient and effective means, research the latest
scientific trends and put them to good use in promoting the research and development.
Specifically, the following R&D will be promoted.
[Realization of a society where everyone can prevent diseases spontaneously in daily
life]
Research and development to collect and analyze mental and physical data accurately to
promote behavior change based on individual characteristics and research and development
for the prevention of the onset and aggravation of diseases based on the understanding of
biological function such as immunity, sleep, etc. are envisaged.
[Realization of medical networks accessible for anyone from anywhere in the world]
Research and development for elimination of medical blank even at the time of emergency
and disaster to drastically reduce the death rate and aftereffect and, at the same time, R&D
to eliminate problem of medical and nursing care provider shortage and R&D leading to
substantial reduction of development period for drugs, medical devices, etc. are envisaged.
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[Realization of drastic improvement of QoL without feeling load (realization of an
inclusive society without health disparity)]
In addition to enabling independent life by maintaining and improving health conditions,
R&D is envisaged to maintain QoL by complementing the physical and mental functions even
upon the occurrence of disorder.
In order to attain the goal, various research approaches will become important such as the
fusion between basic research and practical research, fusion between medical research and
research of other field as well as adoption of the latest knowledge, data sharing and utilization.
The R&D will be promoted toward the attainment of goal by adopting various knowledge and
ideas and evaluating them at each stage gate.
In addition, with a view to smooth social implementation of research results, study a
structure in which researchers of various fields can participate on the changes in social
systems at home and abroad, and ethical, legislative and social issues.

(4) Direction of research and development toward attainment of Goal
○ 2030
[Realization of a society where everyone can prevent diseases spontaneously in daily
life]
Develop technologies to monitor all living body trends with lower physical and mental load.
[Realization of medical networks accessible for anyone from anywhere in the world]
Establish a technology platform to provide quality medical and nursing care suitable for
each individual appropriately even with less providers by developing compact, speedy and
high-sensitivity diagnostic and treatment devices as well as technologies to further enhance
doctors’ medical opinion and diagnostic capability.
[Realization of drastic improvement of QoL without feeling load (realization of an
inclusive society without health disparity)]
Develop technologies to improve body function through load-reducing rehabilitation and
support self-reliant life at home and to improve ailing living biocontrol systems.
○ 2040
[Realization of a society where everyone can prevent diseases spontaneously in daily
life]
Establish infrastructure to maintain good mental and physical health by developing
technologies, in order to stay healthy and prevent the onset and aggravation of diseases by
regulation of immune systems or sleep, etc., to visualize individual physical and mental state
in daily life and urge people to voluntarily take healthy maintenance actions most suitable for
them.
[Realization of medical networks accessible for anyone from anywhere in the world]
Establish a medical network to provide the same level of medical care as a normal time
regardless of region and even upon disasters and emergencies by developing diagnostic and
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treatment devices for simple tests and treatments at home, etc. and diagnosis- and
treatment-free technologies for part of chronic diseases by 2040. In addition, develop
methods for radical treatment and precision medicine for diseases such as cancer and
dementia by substantially reducing the development period of drugs and medical devices,
etc. through establishment of data science and evaluation systems.
[Realization of drastic improvement of QoL without feeling load (realization of an
inclusive society without health disparity)]
Establish a social infrastructure to enable self-reliant life at home without depending on
nursing care by developing such technologies as the recovery of body function with
rehabilitation without feeling load, normalization of ailing biocontrol systems, regeneration or
substitution of weakened organs and so forth.
In order to realize sustainable care systems to overcome major diseases by 2040, for
enjoying one’s life with relief and release from health concerns until 100 years old, after
establishing technologies to prevent the onset and aggravation of diseases, technologies to
measure and predict biological information and promote behavior change, technologies to
simplify and automate diagnosis and treatment, establishment of an infrastructure for
research and development using data science, technologies to complement and enhance
body function and remedy disorder and so on, it is necessary to sophisticate technologies so
that the implementation scene can be expanded from specific environments to a daily life
and general medical and nursing care fields. To this end, the target at the time of 2030 will
be the goal to the practical stage under basic technologies and specific environments.
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<Reference: Analysis for the attainment of goal>
The analysis based on the hearings of experts is summarized as follows.
(1) Structure of field and technology groups concerning the Goal
Technology groups for each target are shown in the following figure. Under this Goal,
research and develop necessary technology component and it is also necessary to integrate
and use/utilize them, for which challenging research and development are required.
Fig. 23. Research and development example of each target
Collect physical and mental data accurately
 Accurate collection of physical and
mental information
 Implant monitoring
 Measure biological information upon
stress (body temperature, heart rate,
stress value, etc.)
 A bed to measure the weight, heart
rate, body temperature, sleep
condition, sweat during sleep
 A toothbrush to measure mouth
bacterium and saliva condition during
brushing
 Parameter collection and analysis which
lead to create indicators to define
“Health”
 Reproduction simulation of
mechanisms of living organisms
 Develop digitalization technique of
stress (quantification of daily activities
like expressions, way of talk, etc.)

Grasp and improve physical and mental
state without realizing and feeling load.

Clarification of mechanisms promoting
behavior change

Prevention based on the understanding of
biological function mechanism
 Clarify mechanism of disease onset and
aggravation and develop preventive
intervention technique
 Clarify immune systems and control of
allergies like hay fever
 Release from stress by nerve systems
like autonomic nerve and sleep control
function

Health analysis utilizing collected data
 Integrate and analyze data that ties to
individuals
 System engine such as AI for timeseries analysis of individual health
conditions
 Platform with PHR function to link
standardized electronic medical chart
with various collected data







Existing technology (including linear
extension of technology)
Collection of vital data by wearable device
Integration between medical big data and
PHR
Various in-blood marker tests
Proposal of disease risk by genetic
analysis
Basic research such as immune systems
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 Recommendations based on behavior
preference such as personalities and
hobbies (Recommendation to maintain
healthy behaviors)
 Indication of meal suitable for each
individual by analyzing intestine flora
 Proposition of exercise program
suitable for job and living environments
 Analysis of behavior change factors

Technology to avoid medical blank even at the
time of disasters and emergencies
 Technology for automation of diagnosis and
treatment
 Remote living body scanning technology
(scanner by invisible electromagnetic
wave, etc.)
 Technology to enable remote 3D
technology (reproduction of sense of
touch and smell)
 Reproduction of sense of touch (ICPF
actuator, etc.)
 Diagnosis- and treatment-free technology
for bio intervention
 Technology relating to complete implant
type device
 Medicine automatic sustained release
technology by the feedback from biopsy
 Ultra-small nanorobot related technology
(wireless charging for nanorobot in the
body, technology for self-propelled
mobility in the body)

Medical care accessible for anyone
from anywhere

 Simple test/treatment device to realize the
standard of care
 Multi & compact type device for
primary treatment of emergency care
 Ultra-small image diagnostic device
(e.g.: Flexible ultrasonic grid array
sensor)
 Personalized pill dispenser
 Technology for automation of diagnosis
and treatment (repeat)
 Remote living organisms scanning
technology (scanner by invisible
electromagnetic wave, etc.)
 Technology to enable remote 3D
technology (reproduction of sense of
touch and smell)
Efficient medical and nursing care costs,
solution to short provider problem

Technology for much shorter development
period of drugs and medical devices



 Utilize data science and establish evaluation
system





Soonest establishment of drastic disease
treatment method by super efficient
development of drugs and medical
devices using AI.







Digital/real phantom




Existing technology (including linear
extension of technology)
System of diagnosis from body inside
(capsule endoscope)
Medical image analysis of specific
disease by AI
In silico screening
Compact multi remote diagnostic device
Technology to detect cancer cell in the
blood
Compact ultrasonic probe
Insulin pump

Maintain and improve health conditions to
enable independent life

 Technology to further enhance medical
opinion, diagnostic capability of doctors
 AI complete auto diagnostic technology
(AI for doctor’s medical opinion and
diagnostic capability with case reports
as teaching data, support of language,
etc.)
 Link and integrate big data analysis
with medical care information
 Proper and efficient guidance to hospitals
and pharmacies
 Sensing technology for auxiliary
diagnosis at home
 Systematization of hospital network

Realizing drastic improvement of QoL
without feeling the load

 Technology to maintain the muscle mass and bone
density even at an old age
 Efficient muscle recovery technique in daily life
using electric stimulation, etc.
 Sensing technology to assist physical exertion
suitable for individual to the minimum possible and
maintain the state
 Urban design to urge exercise in a lifestyle
 Technology to restore physical function lost by
cerebrovascular disease, etc. to the original state
 Reprogramming of cranial nerve system
 Neuro-rehabilitation

If disorder occurs, complement mind and
body function to maintain QoL

Technology to reduce load of caregiver and
person requiring care
 Companion robot technology to casually support daily
life of those of dementia and requiring care
 Auto driving technology for robot devices and
robots moving a short distance at low speed
 AI-utilized voice & sound recognition and speaker
identification technologies which are better than
human performance in natural environments
 Technologies of avatar cyborg suits, etc. to realize
care, nursing & rehabilitation, test, diagnosis, etc.
 Technology for avatar sophistication by analysis of
action data and conversion to AI (realizing multifunction AI robot)
 Technology for collecting the vitals characteristics
of the elderly and enabling signals to be conveyed
to the body

Technology to drastically reduce death rate
and aftereffect upon emergencies

Existing technology (including linear extension
of technology)





Dialogue: Minimum communication by BCI
Mind and body function: Powered suit
Movement: Movement by personal mobility
Hearing: Super high-performance hearing
aid
 Basic research and clinical application of
regeneration medicine

 Technology to complement the decline of
physical function
 Artificial arm and leg for free movement
by connecting with nerve
 Robot and AI to assist living and
enable people to enjoy home life till the
terminal phase
 Technology to normalize the disordered
biocontrol system
 Nerve reprogramming technology
 Technology to eliminate nervous
system disorder and pain by giving
noninvasive external stimulation
(electromagnetic stimulation, voice,
etc.)
 Watching the elderly by remote sensor,
etc.
 Technology to revive or substitute organs,
etc., of weakened function

(Source) METI commissioned project “Investigation project on the future priorities in health, medical and welfare sectors in 2040” expert
panel data, partially revised
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(2) Trends of related research and development
[1] Moonshot-type research and development in the world health and medical fields
The following exists as research and development similar to the Moonshot R&D Program
in the world health and medical fields.
Fig. 24. Moonshot-type R&D in the world health and medical fields
SonoSite,Da-vinci
Project
The exosuit project/
Implantable health
trackers

Individual technology

SPARC (Stimulating
Peripheral Activity to
Relieve Conditions)

Development of treatment
by research on intestinal
bacterial flora of depressed
patient

Reinforced development of
new drug, etc. by accelerated
clinical recruitment

NFCSP (The National
Family Caregiver Support
Program)

Development of cancer,
dementia and heart
disease treatment

Development of robots to
support disabled persons

American AI Initiative
EU Health
Programme

National Artificial
Intelligence（AI） Lab

Funding toward health
promotional activities
of EU countries

Build expression type and
gene type cloud base for rare
diseases and build integrated
data repository and analytical
database of large-scale
cancer cohort research

Developed new treatment to
control visceral function by
stimulating nerves

Assistance for technical development,
etc. to support caregivers

Initiatives for disease prevention
& individualized medical care

Discovery

Using routine NHS data to
accelerate clinical trial
recruitment’ project

Succeeded in
commercialization as project
under DARPA
Development project for robot
suit and implantable bio
sensor by DARPA

(UK)

Promote utilization of AI
for medical care by
cooperation of relevant
institutions

Engineering

National Robotics
Initiative
For institutions in
universities conducting
basic research on robotics

Digital Health
Europe

American Gut
Project
Prepare reference
database of microbiome

Promote management
and usage of health
data for supporting
French Health Data research and medical
Hub initiative
staff

German Medical
Informatics
Initiatives

Basic technology

(Source) METI commissioned project “Investigation project on the future priorities in health, medical and welfare sectors in 2040” expert
panel data

[2] U.S. major project “Precision Medicine Initiative”
This is the new and bold research initiatives to revolutionize the advancement of health
and treatment of disorder announced by President Obama in his State of the Union address
of 2015 and long-term research activities involving the National Institute of Health (NIH) and
other multiple research centers.
Aiming to develop a new patient-led research model for possible promotion of biomedical
discoveries and provide clinicians with new tools, knowledge and therapies for the selection
of the best therapy for each patient, the U.S. research cohort comprising one million
volunteers or more was created. All of Us Research Hub was launched as a research base
where data management is underway. The U.S. Congress has approved US$1.455 billion for
10 years from 2016.
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Table 3. Data available for researchers of All of Us
Data available for researchers of All of Us
Data source

Details

Present information
Health survey

The first survey includes sociodemographic characteristics, overall health, lifestyle and information on
the use of substances, and subsequent module covers individual and family medical history and
access to medical care.

Body measurement

Prior protocol measurement includes blood pressure, heat rate, weight, BMI, hip and waist size.

Living body sample

Blood and urine samples are tested on DNA, RNA, cfDNA, serum and blood plasma. If blood sample
cannot be obtained, saliva sample is used.

Electronic health record

The first capture of structured data includes invoice code, medical history, test results, vital sign, and
records from medical provider organization. In the pilot research, Sync for Science and other data
collection by health data aggregator are tested.

Digital health information

Data can be captured from compatible devices owned by participant like Fitbit. Interaction is being
studied between pilot research of other device and health app.

Future information
Health survey

Additional module including the survey on the factor determining the social action of health is under
development.

Bioassay

Pilot research of genotyping and total genomic sequence will be started by the beginning of 2020.
Additional pilot test of bioassay is planned.

Medical bill invoicing data

A system to use invoicing data such as invoice code and medication data is under development.

Geographical space and
environmental data

These types of data include geographical space linkage to measurement values such as meteorology,
air quality, pollutant data level, and census data. Assay of exposure and measurement of sensor base
are being studied.

Other information

Voluntary donation of data from social network (Twitter feed, etc.) and additional living body sample
collection are being studied.

(Source) The NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL of MEDICINE ‘The “All of Us” Research Program’

[3] U.S. major project “Cancer Moonshot”
Cancer Moonshot (current Cancer Breakthroughs 2020) is a large national project
announced in January 2016 for the purpose of the prevention, early detection and
improvement of treatment of cancer. This is an initiative with the National Cancer Institute
(NCI) playing a major role under direct control of the National Institute of Health (NIH) and
the U.S. government approved fund provision to the Cancer Moonshot for US$1.8 billion in
seven years from 2016, which is to be appropriated to NCI in each financial year over seven
years.
Specifically, the Blue Ribbon Panel (BRP) established as a working group of the National
Cancer Advisory Board (NCAB), a specialist group appointed by the President, reported ten
innovative recommendations in order to achieve ambitious target of the Cancer Moonshot
whereby the progress equivalent to ten years in the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of
cancer would be made in five years and research implementation team was launched in
acknowledgement of it. In addition, jointly with 11 major bio pharmaceutical companies,
Partnership for Accelerating Cancer Therapies (PACT), a cooperative research by the public
and private sectors, was established under the budget of US$215 million for five years, and
then initiatives with unified effort of public and private sector took place.
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Table 4. Budget by category for fiscal 2018 in Cancer Moonshot

<Budget by category for fiscal 2018>
Research category

Budget (USD)

Network for direct engagement with patients

864,531

Translational science network of immunotherapy for cancer

67,643,470

Identification of therapeutic target to overcome refractoriness to
cancer therapy

4,005,166

Building national cancer data eco system

9,557,020

Fusion cancer protein in childhood cancer

37,358,770

Research for minimizing debilitating side effects of cancer therapy

32,162,876

Prevention and early detection: Implementation of approach based on
evidence
Retrospective analysis of living body sample from patients who
received standard therapy

32,547,322
8,370,414

Preparation of human tumor atlas

74,246,242

Development of new cancer technologies

38,356,361

Total

305,112,172

(Source) NIH National Cancer Institute

[4] U.S. major project “Development of Da-Vinci, a surgery supporting robot”
In the latter half of the 1980s, for the realization of a remote surgery of soldiers in a battle
field, the U.S. Army requested SRI International to develop it, which was an organization
developing various element technologies used for remote robots at that time as a project
under DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency).
Under the supervision of DARPA, with the investment for about JPY300 million per month
since 1995, Intuitive Surgical Inc. has developed a world most practical surgery supporting
robot whereby a doctor operates by remote-controlling a robot arm looking at the 3D image
obtained by an endoscope. It was commercialized in 1999 by Intuitive Surgical Inc., a venture
capital company established in Silicon Valley, and received FDA certification in 2000.

(3) Strength of Japan and overseas trends
Table 5 shows comparison of the present situation and trends between Japan and other
major countries. According to the reports, etc. from the Center for Research and
Development Strategy, Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST-CRDS), the main trends
of relevant research and technology fields are as follows.
In the field of immunological science, Japan shows strength in biochemically and molecular
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biological mechanism research but falls behind others in the next generation immunological
basic research such as immune informatics and immunity engineering. According to the 2016
survey by Thomson Reuters, Japan’s immunology is ranked 5th in the world in the citation
rates for theses, which is the highest in all Japanese biological sciences area and at the
same rate as materials science and chemistry. Contribution of immunology in Japanese
science is still high but trends are on the decrease when considering the departure of the
youth from immunology and the lack of fund. In the field of development, there is no Japanese
seeds-derived biopharmaceuticals that follows Actemra and Nivolumab. The Japan’s original
seeds of new type treatment technologies such as CAR-T and TCR-T are extremely limited
and the fact is that overseas technologies are gradually making inroads into Japan and
clinical trials are being started. To break through this situation, it is imperative that the basic
research in Japan is revitalized.
In the field of time science (biological clock), Japan is a front runner in the world in basic
study such as the discovery and molecular mechanism of suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN),
discovery of mammal clock gene “Per” and 24-hour formation mechanism at the level of clock
proteins and leading the world of basic study of RNA-autonomous circadian clock protein.
Furthermore, search and identification of sleep and arousal substances are at the world top
level and leading the world in the achievement of the discovery of Orexin and elucidation of
neural mechanism. As for development, Takeda Pharmaceutical launched melatonin
receptor agonist which acts on intracerebral clock centrum as a sleep inducer.
In the field of gerontology, as institutions professing in aging research in Japan, there are
National Center for Geriatrics and Gerontology, Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Gerontology,
and Institute of Development, Aging and Cancer, Tohoku University but are mostly for disease
research and their scales are not sufficient. For high social needs and necessity for
government support, dementia-related R&D are underway by multiple companies in
collaboration with national institutes, universities, etc. but the research system is still far from
being sufficient when compared to the U.S. and Europe including uncertainty of the research
support. In anti-aging medical care as a whole, activities of domestic companies are
predominantly low as compared to Europe and America.
With regards to the field of healthcare IoT, Japan is promoting R&D of devices, materials
and measurement technologies in the world-leading medical measurement field mainly by
universities and public research institutions. The R&D are underway at universities and
companies on minimally invasive diagnostic devices using interstitial fluid for biological
sample, bio-device using noninvasive biological gas, and power supply, sensor and material
for wearable devices. In addition, it draws high attention as exemplified by the presentation
of medical diagnostic devices by large and midsize companies of Japan and there are many
who are studying new entry.
In the field of measurement data analysis, while basic study is active in Japan on medical
image processing, etc., there is restrictions on the data to be handled and shortage of
absolute number of participating researchers. Various measures have been taken in Japan
for the strengthening and acceleration, but we are far from being advantageous in light of
many countries of the world investing a huge sum of fund and vigorously promoting their
research. However, it has become an essential domain in promoting every field of science
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and we need to take initiatives strategically.
In the field of regenerative medicine, Japan has so far reported many world-leading
important study reports including establishment of human iPS cell, large scale culture of ES
cell, and establishment of organoid. Furthermore, in recent years, the development is
accelerating for clinical researches and clinical trials and Japan is trailing only U.S. in the
number of clinical trials using pluripotent stem cell. Japan implemented the first clinical
research by transplanting autologous iPS cell, thus leading the world in the application of iPS
cell. On the other hand, Japan trails in regenerative medicine using other cell strain and not
depending on cell therapy and so forth.
In the field of diagnostic drug and biomarker, expectations are high on liquid biopsy in the
diagnosis area but Japan, with insufficient study results on human, got a late start compared
to other countries. Japan has successful cases of new drug to be among the top five in the
world but the examination guidelines for new diagnostic drug is much different from those of
Europe and America, resulting in insignificant number of successful cases. The small
domestic market is also a problem.
In the field of life-style related disease, Japan has strength in kidney disease research with
remarkable achievements leading the world in hypoxia, fibrosis and regeneration research,
and basic research leading to the clarification of a patient condition of COPD and NASH with
achievements equal to those of Europe and the U.S. However, leading those excellent basic
research results to clinical trial and actual application requires a huge amount of fund and it
is therefore difficult to develop independently in Japan.
In the field of psychiatric and neurological disorders, milestone researches have been
made in the basic neuroscience ahead of the world such as development of fMRI and PET
ligand for intracerebral molecule and basic researches for neural circuit visualization of
marmoset and protein visualization in the neurodegenerative process, influencing the trends
of psychiatric disorder research. Also, Japan exerts efforts in their application to neuro
rehabilitation in therapies for neurodegeneration disease and development of near-infrared
spectroscopy expected for use as a wearable device, showing a progress close to the U.S.
in the decoding technologies in motion and perception systems and application to BMI.
In the field of generic robotics, extensive researches including the development of soft
actuator, research on flexible electronics, development of flexible high polymer material along
with a treatment system combining high-intensity focused ultrasound with a robot are
underway and development of a healthcare device such as a rehabilitation robot, wearable
device, etc., applying them is very popular. Amid various surgical robots already
commercialized or nearing their commercialization in many countries, the movement of
Japan is a bit slow. The world trends of research and technology in medical and healthcare
sector is in a process of its center of gravity being shifted from “Medical treatment” to
“Prevention” and its subject from “Across-the-board” to “Individualization” and the future
direction of study will be toward “individual medical care” and “predictive medical care” of a
whole nation participation type.
When the trends of papers are further reviewed by modalities (technology and technique),
among modalities of increasing the number of papers and popularity of researches, Japan is
increasing the number of papers particularly in the field of “Wearable device,” “Microbiome,”
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“Rehabilitation,” and so on. (Source: Web of Science and PubMed of Clarivate Analytics)
Table 5. International comparison of relevant research and technology area

Country,
Region

Immune
science

Phase

Time science
(biological
clock)

gerontology

Diagnostic
agent &
Biomarker

Healthcare IoT Measurement
data analysis
(Bio measurement,
sensor, wearable)
(AI)

Psychiatric
and
neurological
disorder

Lifestyle
related
disease

Regeneration
medicine

(liquid biopsy)

Robot basic
technology

Present

Trend

Present

Trend

Present

Trend

Present

Trend

Present

Trend

Present

Trend

Present

Trend

Present

Trend

Present

Trend

Present

Trend

Basic research

〇

↘

◎

↗

〇

→

〇

→

〇

→

〇

↗

◎

→

◎

→

◎

↗

〇

→

Practical
research

〇

→

〇

→

〇

→

〇

↗

△

↘

〇

↗

◎

↗

〇

↘

◎

→

〇

→

Basic research

◎

↗

◎

↗

◎

↗

◎

↗

◎

↗

◎

→

◎

↗

◎

→

◎

↗

◎

↗

Practical
research

◎

↗

◎

↗

◎

↗

◎

↗

◎

↗

◎

↗

◎

↗

◎

→

◎

↗

◎

→

Basic research

◎

→

◎

↗

◎

→

◎

→

〇

↗

〇

→

〇

↗

◎

→

◎

→

〇

→

Practical
research

◎

↗

〇

↗

◎

→

◎

→

〇

↗

◎

↗

◎

↗

◎

→

◎

→

〇

→

Basic research

◎

↗

〇

↗

△

↗

〇

↗

◎

↗

〇

↗

〇

↗

〇

↗

〇

↗

△

→

Practical
research

〇

↗

×

↗

△

↗

〇

↗

◎

↗

〇

↗

〇

↗

〇

↗

△

→

△

→

Japan
U.S.
Europe
China

(Source) Overview report of JST CRDS research & development
(Note 1) Phase
(Note 2) Present

(Note 3) Trend

Life science & clinical medicine field (2019)
Nanotechnology & material field (2019)
Basic research phase: Base study level at universities, national laboratories, etc.
Practical research & development phase: Technical development level(including prototype development), Mass production technology level
* This is not relative assessment based on the present situation of Japan but absolute assessment.
◎: Notable activities and results are seen compared to other countries
〇: Activities and results to some extent are seen
△: Notable activities and results are not seen compared to other countries X: Activities and results worthy of special mention are not seen
→ : Keeping the status quo
↘ : Downward trend
↗ : Upward trend

(Source) Center for Research and Development Strategy, Japan Science and Technology Agency (Overview report of research and
development) Life science & clinical medicine field (2019)

Fig. 25. Direction of future healthcare research
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diagnosis &
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Liquid gas
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: Cost is
significantly
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conventional test
and results can
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In November 2017, FDA approved FoundationOne CDxTM of Foundation Medicine
Inc. (FMI) for the first time as a test to provide comprehensive genetic analysis
profiling information of solid carcinoma.
In Japan, in December 2018, SYSMEX Corporation obtained approval for
“OncoGuideTM NCC Oncopanel System” developed jointly with National Cancer
Center.
FDA Foundation Medicine the direct-to-customer type test kit of 23andMe (U.S.based company), which checks gene relating to various cancers (March 2018). It
sells anonymous data for several million people to companies, research
institutions, etc.

Clinical tests are underway centering around venture capitals.
AMED project “Microbiota,” etc.



In February 2018, FDA approved AI analysis software of computer tomography
(CT) capable of informing medical provider of the possibility of apoplexy.
In April 2018, FDA approved a device using AI to detect diabetic retinopathy
developed by IDX (U.S.-based company) as a medical device for the first time.
In 2018, Google announced image recognition AI “capable of detecting metastatic
breast cancer with 90% accuracy” and “capable of discriminating major two types
of lung cancer with 97% accuracy,” etc.
Researchers of UCSF announced that AI can predict onset of Alzheimer’s disease
earlier by 6 years from the cerebral PET test images.
In April 2019, FDA started to study new regulatory framework regarding
necessary approval method before the launch of medical devices using AI (How
to grasp and control learning and updating by AI).
Also in Japan, as achievement of SHOWA University and AMED, AI endoscope
image diagnosis support software was approved (December 2018).


Image analysis 
and diagnosis
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In 2016, FDA approved Roche liquid biopsy kit for the detection of EGFR gene
mutation in ctDNA of lung cancer patient.
In 2019, Anpac Bio reported that, through joint research with worldwide hospitals
over 140,000 cases, its CDA (Cancer + Differentiation + Analysis) liquid biopsy
diagnosis could detect over 20 types of initial stage cancer at the sensitivity and
specificity of 80 to 90%.
U.K. Owlstone Medical developed a diagnostic device and diagnostic kit for
breath VOC. Clinical tests on lung cancer and asthma are underway.
Also in Japan, NEDO and AMED “Development of measurement technology
infrastructure of micro RNA in body fluid”, JST-CREST “Extracellular particle,”
etc.






•

FDA (U.S. Food and Drug Administration) started Digital Health Innovation Action Plan in July 2017
in order to establish a system to appropriately evaluate innovations using digital technologies.
For the pilot program, 9 companies were joined in, including Apple (U.S.), Fitbit (U.S.), Johnson &
Johnson (U.S), Roche (Swiss), Samsung Electronics (Korea), Verily (Google, U.S.), etc.
In preventive and predictive diagnosis, PaaS (Product as a Service) type business model is expected
to pick up stream.
Healthcare industry on the scale of 3.5 trillion dollars in U.S. alone will provide a good business
opportunity for GAFA. Other industry groups are making inroads into the global healthcare business.
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In 2015, Apple started providing researchers and developers with the software framework “ResearchKit” designed
for medical research investigation. In Japan, NTT DoCoMo developed an app for diabetes jointly with the
University of Tokyo. It is utilized also at Juntendo University for multiple disease researches including hay fever.
Jointly with Stanford University, recruited 400,000 persons in less than one year for Apple Watch heart health
survey and shared medical information.
FDA approves Apple’s ECG App (an app for electrocardiogram) for Apple Watch 4 (September 2018).
As many as 100 CHS related hospitals (one of the largest U.S. healthcare service providers) support health record
function of iOS device. Patients can have access to EHR information via multiple providers.
In March 2018, established own medical institution, AC Wellness.
In U.K., DeepMind Health (Google) has been implemented by national hospitals operated by National Health
Service (NHS) since 2016 and provided for members of hospitals who monitor the condition of patients in order to
develop an app, “Streams.”
Since 2017, at Verily Life Sciences, with Duke University and Stanford University, Google Baseline Project has
been implemented (to collect data such as heart rate, electrodermal activity, exercise habits obtained by various
sensors through a smartwatch).
In 2018, NIH STRIDES (Science and Technology Research Infrastructure for Discovery, Experimentation, and
Sustainability) initiative started. The purpose is for biomedicine researchers to have access to large scale
biomedicine using Google cloud, thereby reducing economic and technical barriers to computing.
In January 2018, Berkshire Hathaway, Amazon and JPMorgan Chase jointly announced the launch of Haven, new
medical care system business. Using big data and virtual technology, try to take measures for chronic diseases of
own employees (as many as one million persons) and reduce medical costs and at the same time, try to expand
this system to other companies. Berkshire Hathaway increased their stake in Teva, a major generic drug company
of Israel.
Amazon purchased the startup internet drugstore PillPack.
The world largest insurance company. It built an Internet medical care service platform for the first time in the
world.
Family doctor service, consumer healthcare, online shopping, health maintenance service, etc. are expanded
digitally.

Future direction of research - IoBMT (Integration of Bio-Medical Things) Through strategical revitalization of “Human Research” x “Data Research”, R&D and infrastructure improvement to accelerate
the realization of 1) “Structuring and integration of knowledge” on life science, engineering and medical science, and 2)
Popular-participation-type “Individual prevention and prospective medical care (precision medicine)” and “Appropriate medical
resource distribution”
[ Goal of IoBMT ] Realization of individual prevention and prospective
medical care
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Abbott, Dexcom, Empatica, Medtronic, Zoll, etc. provide wearable devices
approved by FDA.
In 2017, FDA approved Abbott “FreeStyle Libre” flash glucose monitoring system.
It is also covered by insurance in Japan.
In 2019, AliveCo’s KardiaMobile was approved by FDA for the first time as a
personal electrocardiogram device capable of detecting not only atrial fibrillation
but also bradycardia of slow pulse and tachycardia of heart rate increase.
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Flow image of Research & Development

As a result of long-term interaction of genetic factor and environmental factor (lifestyle habit,
pathogen, etc.), bodily mobility deteriorates, leading to the onset of disease, aggravation and
severe attack. IoBMT will implement the promotion of R&D and improvement of research
infrastructure aiming for people’s “Individualization and stratification” and “Preventive
and predictive intervention.”
Genetic factor



•

Human-wave tactics x
Artificial Intelligence

Center of gravity of healthcare is in a process of shifting from “Medical treatment” to
“Prevention” and from “Across-the-board” to “Individualization”
1. Gene panel test
2. Liquid biopsy (gene, extracellular particle, protein, metabolism, cell)
3. Microbiome, virome
4. Image analysis, diagnosis
5. Real world data (HER, PHR (wearables like smartphone, watch, etc.)

•

Individual prevention &
predictive medical care

Healthcare (Prevention, diagnosis, human
measurement)

Industry-academic
R&D

Industry-academic development
for implementation at hospitals

Daily life/Clinical practice

Structuring of disease and medical “Knowledge” /
Next generation electronic medical records system architecture

(Source) Center for Research and Development Strategy, Japan Science and Technology Agency (Overview report of research and
development) Life science & clinical medicine field (2019)
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Biomolecule (receptor, etc.)
Prepare guidelines and principles, research for establishing standard of care
Disease state & mechanism elucidation
Cadaver & living body organ transplant
Regulatory science
Biomarker, condition assessment, diagnostics, classification of disease type
Behavior change, disease prevention
Rehabilitation
Chromosome
Diagnosis algorithm using the above information
Gene (WGS & individual gene)
Proteome
Accumulation of genome-omics analytical data
Cohort (prospective, longitudinal)
Epigenetics
Cohort (data)
Medical data collection (including images)
Cohort
Transcriptome
Nucleic acid (miRNA, etc.)
Metabolome

Microbiome

Monitoring data by device

Other gene therapy
Treatment using regenerative therapy and organ
KO (CRISPR, etc.)
Transplanting of regenerative therapy cell (including cell capsule, etc.)
Overexpression (viral vector, etc.)
Stem cell
KD (siRNA/miRNA)
iPS
Robotics
X-ray
Diagnostic equipment for medical institution (including radiation, etc.)
Minimally invasive treatment (Catheter, endoscope, etc.)
Ultrasonic testing
IoT device (electronic device)
Endoscope
BMI technology
Radiation therapy
MRI
Artificial organ
CT/PET
Particle-beam radiation therapy
Remote medical device
Wearable device
Treatment app
Herbal medicine (Chinese medicine)
Palliative medicine
Cytokine treatment
Nucleic acid
Treatment vaccine
Protein
Peptide
Small molecule
Vaccine for prevention
Antibody
Other immune therapy
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R&D basic infrastructure
Genome, data infrastructure
Regeneration medicine, gene therapy
Medical device, health care
Pharmaceutical

Other middle molecular (Other pharmaceutical)
DDS technology
Medicine for glycan
Immune cell therapy

20%

Europe
CHINA
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Japan
World

Ratio of the latest 2 years out of 5 years (Standard is
40%)

Fig. 26. Survey of distribution of papers (Ratio of 2016-2017 to 2013-2017)
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(Source) Cabinet Secretariat, Office of Healthcare Policy, The 19th Healthcare Promotion Expert Panel, Reference Data 5 "The Next
Generation Medical R&D Promotion Program"

